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Report from the VP
Projects

While forming new
customer relationships
in Puerto Rico, we were
treated to an area
favorite. Enjoy!
Coco Mojito

Shawn Cotter, VP Operations
As I sit here flying at
37,000 feet over multiple projects in action. I
am concerned daily
with the progress and
safety of each individual on every job, working with me to make all
projects successful.

12 mint leaves
1/2 ounce fresh lime juice
2 ounces coconut rum
1/2 ounce Simple Syrup
1 ounce Coco Lopez
Ice
1 to 2 ounces chilled club
soda
In a cocktail shaker, muddle

Success is measured by
me, with safe project
completions and happy
customers. Working
hard towards the first
will bring the second.

proposals, but to make
sure all sites and crews are
properly prepared for each
project and its challenges. All while dealing
with emergent outages
and supporting the sales
group on technical issues.
We have experienced
great growth in sales
and new customer
familiarity with S.T.
Cotter. As Vice President of Operations, it is
my responsibility not
only to properly submit

the mint with the lime juice.
Add the rum, Simple Syrup,
Coco Lopez and ice and
shake vigorously. Strain into
an ice-filled highball glass and
top with the club soda.

Thank you to the constant, reliable teams in the
field making it happen.

Business is strong and
growth has been steady,
life is good.

Projects… Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
S.T. Cotter was awarded a 3 year maintenance contract in
Valdez, Alaska. We will supply the manpower and technical supervision
to provide a major turbine and generator overhaul, as well as other
specifics within the job scope.

Turbine Tidbit:
An airline operated by
the Tweto family, ERA
Alaska, was our mode
of transport. Tune into
the Discovery channel
to watch the reality
series
“Flying Wild Alaska”

The project is forging ahead, but the city of
Valdez has had some unexpected circumstances due
to inclement weather. The only accessible road
from Valdez to Anchorage, has suffered avalanches
and an ice break creating up to 50 feet of water,
snow and ice cutting off any motor vehicle travel in and out
(pictured on right). Sources report it could take up to a week
before the road is cleared.

